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Introduction

While many software engineers talk about the benefits and challenges of microservices, they are nothing
more than an architectural pattern for designing backend software. However, the idea mandates new strategies that developers and operations could apply when
leveraging microservices in their business logic.
When deciding to move an application to a
microservices-based architecture, the decomposition
process is a significant challenge: defining where
within the existing application one service should end
and the next one should begin, i.e., detecting latent
boundaries that partition the monolith into smaller
pieces is a tedious manual task [FBZW18]. This work
covers an algorithmic methodology that can assist software engineers in such decompositions.
Generally, microservices-based software architecture is implemented either in a greenfield approach, meaning that microservices are developed
from scratch, or by migrating a monolithic software
solution to independent microservices [Zha]. Our work
focuses solely on the latter approach. While there is
already some research in this domain [FBZW18], utilizing an existing application is still underrepresented.
Accurate boundary detection for each microservice
is difficult, especially when the teams working on the
existing software are captive in their mental models
[FBZW18]. To address such cases, we devise a semiautomated approach to assist software engineers in decomposing an existing monolith into microservices.
Existing approaches mostly leverage graph clustering algorithms to receive a partitioning of the original monolithic software into microservice candidates
[FBZW18]. However, apriori knowledge about the expected number of resulting microservices is required.
We formulate three research questions addressing
the current shortcomings in semi-automatic microservice decomposition:
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RQ1: How can existing monolithic software be analyzed to formulate microservices recommendations?

2.3

Evolutionary coupling calculation

Our methodology takes as input only the monolith.
Various types of program analysis techniques are leveraged to collect information about the monolith algorithmically.

Similarly to the semantic similarity, the overlap between software development life cycles (creation, maintenance, and eventual deletion) of two entities (e.g.,
classes) can be computed as a percentage. For instance, entities that have an interface toward each
other are likely evolutionary similar as a change of
the signature or semantics of the interface also involves
changes in the other entity. Compared to other types
of coupling, however, the evolutionary similarity does
not have an established method to compute the percentage. We leverage work by Tornhill on evolutionary
similarity [Tor15]. Their approach is based on mining
information out of version control system (VCS) data.

2.1

2.4

RQ2: Which numeric metrics are most suitable for
evaluating the output of microservice decomposition?
RQ3: Which graph clustering algorithms are most
suitable for generating microservice recommendations?
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Background

Static coupling calculation

Graph clustering partitions a graph into sub-graphs
based on some closeness criteria [LF09]. In our work,
sub-graphs do not overlap. A cluster is a group of
vertices that are interconnected via their intra-cluster
edges and connected to vertices outside the cluster via
inter-cluster edges [LF09, New04].

Generally, call graphs can be created via static or
dynamic program analysis [GKM82]. In an objectoriented program, the vertices represent methods or
classes [GDDC97]. One major usage of the static analysis is to construct a graph such that each routine from
the input program is a vertex in the output graph while
each invocation is an edge connecting two routines.
Compared to other types of program analysis, static
coupling does not bear an intuitive notion of strength.
To counteract this problem, we use a modification
of the Response for a class (RFC) metric [BDW99].
Other popular metrics, like CBO, are not as feasible
as they cannot be geared toward calculating a coupling
percentage between a pair of classes. RFCα of a class
counts all methods that can be invoked with a stack
depth of α. The default is α = 0, counting the directly
accessible methods of a class (i.e., the compiler allows
them to be called). We calculate RFC0 values for every
pair of classes that are statically coupled via method
invocations. The percentage reflects the strength of
coupling between two classes c1 and c2 :
RFC0 (c1 , c2 ) =

2.4.1

Metrics

Modularity (Q) [New04] measures the quality of a
graph clustering by comparing the interconnectedness
of intra-cluster vertices to their inter-cluster edges.
The metric ranges from lacking clustering structure,
0.0, to a perfect clustering, 1.0. Any given graph
has a theoretical maximum in terms of the achievable Modularity. However, it is rarely 1.0, and finding
the global maximum is an NP-complete optimization
problem [BDG+ 06]. Values over 0.4 already indicate
a strong clustering structure [New04, FB07].
Cluster Factor (CF ) [MM06] measures the cohesion within a cluster compared to the coupling from
that cluster to the other clusters. This factor ranges on
a scale from [0.0, 1.0] with higher values being better.
The metric measures the quality of a graph clustering
by comparing the interconnectedness of intra-cluster
vertices to their inter-cluster edges per cluster.

|(IM(c1 , c2 ) ∪ IM(c2 , c1 ))|
|(AM(c1 , c2 ) ∪ AM(c2 , c1 ))|

IM(ci , cj ) is the set of methods ci invokes on cj , and
AM(ci , cj ) is the set of methods ci can access in cj .
2.2

Graph clustering
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Semantic coupling calculation

Related work

Gysel and Kölbener [GKGZ16] were the first to work
toward a complete methodology to extract microservice recommendations from an existing system by clustering an input graph. Their work was qualified by
Fritzsch et al. as the benchmark in this domain of
research [FBZW18]. However, this groundwork has
major shortcomings in terms of usability, as indicated
by the authors themselves.
Types of analysis. Model analysis, as utilized
by Gysel and Kölbener, requires much manual work

Calculating the semantic similarity between two documents is a traditional discipline in the domain of natural language processing (NLP). Several NLP steps
(Tokenization, Normalization, Vectorization, Weighting via tf-idf, Latent semantic indexing (LSI)) are
performed for every source file in the application until
the resulting vectors can be run through a similarity
function [S+ 01]. A common approach is the cosine
similarity, which results in a percentage [S+ 01].
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[GKGZ16]. Kruidenberg [Kru18] created a generator
for the input required by said model analysis using
static, dynamic, and evolutionary analysis input. Mazlami [MCL17] chose semantic, and evolutionary analysis to create their graph representation. Our approach strives to remove any need for manual preprocessing of the input. We utilize three distinct input
dimensions for constructing a more precise weighted
graph which can then be clustered: static analysis, semantic analysis, and evolutionary analysis.
Graph clustering. Various clustering algorithms
were used in related work, all requiring the number of
microservices as an input parameter [GKGZ16, Kru18,
MCL17]. We use seven clustering algorithms that do
not require the expected number of microservices.
Evaluative metrics.
Gysel and Kölbener
[GKGZ16] evaluated their requirements on a custom
scale together with a binary questionnaire to assess the
quality of the recommendations. Mazlami [MCL17]
devised a set of six metrics that measure the output
of their methodology. However, several do not have
clear semantics (e.g., Average Contributors per Microservice). Kruidenberg [Kru18] used a combination
of metrics from the other two [GKGZ16, MCL17]. Instead, we devise a set of six numeric metrics that offers
an objective and quantifiable view on the resulting microservice recommendations, to be able to evaluate our
methodology as well as the recommendations.
Another related topic is architectural refactoring
[HMZ09]. Multiple approaches out of of this domain were studied, while we ultimately chose the work
of Mitchell and Mancoridis to evaluate our approach
[MM06], since it is the first work out of this domain
that has been corroborated by multiple other authors
as well [HMZ09].
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task. This is tied to static coupling and semantic coupling. The term task is ambiguous, as it has no notion
of size or complexity attached. However, the objective size of a microservice is not very important [Mar].
Instead, the idea of the bounded context [Eva04] is
widely accepted as a helpful methodology to devise
the boundaries of each microservice in a given application [New15, Mar]. One service should encapsulate
one bounded context while keeping them as small as
reasonably possible [New15, Mar].
Principle 2. The services should have independent
software development life cycles. This is related to
evolutionary coupling. As this architectural style suits
well having separate teams handle one or multiple microservices [New15], services should have independent
life cycles. The more dependent the life cycles are, the
more coupled the services are, and the longer it could
take to apply feature additions, changes, or bug fixes.
4.2

This section covers the extraction of coupling data for
each weighted graph of each of the input dimensions.
4.2.1

Static coupling

Starting from the source root of the given application (e.g., src in Java), an algorithm recursively walks
down the classes and their methods. Both class instantiations, as well as method invocations, are registered
and result in an edge between two classes. Finally, the
RFC0 values are calculated for every edge to determine
its weight.
4.2.2

Semantic coupling

When processing source code, the major difference to
common NLP approaches occurs in the tokenization
and the stop word filtering. This first step is specific
to the respective programming language as different
languages use different sets of control characters and
differing compound identifier patterns (e.g., camel case
and snake case). Importantly, human-readable, not
yet compiled source code is necessary as the semantics are mostly lost in compiled code. Every line is
parsed separately, and language-specific keywords such
as package or import trigger that the line gets discarded. Next, every line of the source code is stripped
of non-word characters (i.e., W from regular expressions) [IEE93]. Additionally, explicit strings as well as
every other text that is still left then and matches a
compound identifier pattern (e.g., camel case), is split
into terms. Moreover, numeric characters, as well as
single characters, are filtered out, as both provide no
relevant semantic meaning. Next, a list of stop words
specific to the programming language is used to filter

Methodology

In this section, we cover the methodology for creating
recommendations, the metrics to evaluate the quality of the recommendations, and the proof of concept (PoC). The methodology is geared toward objectoriented software input while it is language agnostic.
However, the PoC is only working with Java software,
although it was designed with extensibility for other
platforms in mind.
4.1

Extraction

Rationale

We map the three measured dimensions of coupling to
the output by leveraging several design principles of
microservices [Sar, Mar, New15]. We select the following two based on the importance assigned in literature
and their ties to the three types of coupling:
Principle 1. One service should only handle one
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the combined weight of each edge ei ∈ Ecombined in
the combined graph Gcombined .

these out (e.g., public, static, void). Finally, everything that was not filtered out until this point is split
at white space characters (i.e., t from regular expressions) [IEE93]. The result is a flattened list of terms
for each document (i.e., source code file) that is then
used for the remaining NLP steps.
4.2.3

4.4

Once we construct the combined graph Gcombined , we
cluster it such that groups of vertices that are strongly
coupled, as indicated by the combined edge weights,
are more likely to end up in the same cluster. These
clusters mirror bounded contexts, and each cluster represents a microservice candidate recommendation.
Various graph clustering algorithms have various goals, mechanisms, and features [LF09, For10,
DDGDA05]. We evaluate several established graph
clustering algorithms in the context of our goal. Table 1 shows the feasible ones. Although these algorithms differ in terms of the exact input and output
formats, the core idea is passing a list of edges as input. A simple example format is a tuple of three items:
two vertices v1 , v2 ∈ V and the edge weight of the edge
connecting them e(1,2) ∈ E, G = (V, E).

Evolutionary coupling

The approach leveraged to mine VCS data is modeled
after the methodology of Tornhill [Tor15]. Theoretically, every VCS that has the notion of revisions that
include files and that is able to generate a log file which
details past revisions together with the files involved,
can be used to extract evolutionary coupling information. We support the following VCS with our PoC: Git,
Subversion, Mercurial, Perforce, and TFS. A caveat
with this approach is that by default, the log files will
only include complete files. Owing to the fact that in
applications written in Java, one file is also equivalent
to one class, we can generate the coupling graph without any changes to the log format. After parsing the
input log file, a weighted evolutionary coupling graph
is constructed, such that the vertices vi ∈ V are the
classes extracted from the VCS log file while the edges
ei ∈ E are resembling that two classes have overlapping software development life cycles. The weight of
the edges is a percentage that indicates how much the
life cycles overlap W (ei ) ∈ [0.0, 1.0]. Finally, we use an
adjustable threshold for the minimum shared revisions
to filter out noise.
4.3

Clustering

Table 1: Selected graph clustering algorithms
Name
Runtime complexity
MCL [VD00]
O(nk 2 )
Walktrap [PL05]
O(mn2 )
Clauset et al. [CNM04]
O(md log n)
Louvain [BGLL08]
O(n)
Label Propagation [RAK07]
O(n)
Infomap [RB08]
O(n)
Chinese Whispers [Bie06]
O(n)

Construction
n = number of vertices; m = number of edges; k =
threshold for the number of resources allocated per
vertex; d = depth of the resulting dendrogram.

We begin with the graph constructed out of the static
analysis Gstatic . The two remaining graphs are merged
into Gstatic . Semantic coupling and evolutionary coupling can be calculated for any two given classes regardless of their connection in the input application
codebase. Hence, this step uses set-theoretic intersections to maintain the results out of the static program
analysis as a single source of truth: classes that are
not connected in it are not able to instantiate or invoke each other in the application.

4.5

Evaluation Metrics

We select six metrics and organize them into four categories: a) input fidelity, b) general clustering quality,
c) Modularity (Q), d) Mean Cluster Factor (mCF ).
Input fidelity. We use input fidelity to describe
the percentage of the classes of the entire application
covered by a given input. The input fidelity reflects
the eventual quality of the clustering. The higher these
values are, the more precisely the clustering represents
the application’s inherent structure.
General clustering quality. This set of metrics
has the property that it can not be strictly defined
if low values are better or worse. The four metrics
in this set are: number of clusters, number of intercluster edges, ratio of inter-cluster edge weights.
Mean Cluster Factor. The Modularization Quality (MQ) metric was proposed and validated by
Mitchell and Mancoridis [MM06]. It measures the

Gcombined = ((Gstatic ∩ Gsemantic ) ∩ Gevolutionary )
For the vertices, only ones from the static analysis
graph are used for the same reason. Merging of the
edges is twofold. The edges are drawn from the static
analysis graphs to connect the vertices while the other
two input graphs do not add new edges but just enrich
the information of existing ones:
Ecombined = ((Estatic ∩ Esemantic ) ∩ Eevolutionary )
We use edge weighting to define factors for each input
dimension to increase or decrease its contribution to
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quality of a partition by analyzing its interconnectivity and intraconnectivity. First, the Cluster Factor
(CF) is calculated for every cluster. Originally, the last
step in calculating the Modularization Quality metric
is summing up the Cluster Factor values of every cluster. Instead, we take the arithmetic mean of all Cluster
Factor values. The ones that yield ∞ due to divisionby-zero are still treated as 0.0 [MM06]. The final metric value ranges on the scale of [0.0, 1.0]. We name the
modified metric Mean Cluster Factor (mCF ).
Modularity. The Modularity metric is included
but not preferred since some of our supported graph
clustering algorithms use it as their fitness function
which causes the metric to favor them. Nevertheless,
the Mean Cluster Factor as well as the Modularity
metric are specifically interesting when inputs achieve
high scores in both of them at the same time.
4.6

lyze all three input dimensions, the applications have
to be available as source code and be version-controlled
via a supported VCS.
We conducted a survey on GitHub using the
query
NOT library NOT framework NOT android
NOT distributed NOT client stars:>500
language:Java.
We examine projects with at
least 500 stars to filter out educational projects
that are most likely not peer-reviewed. The first 50
pages of search results were analyzed for software
projects of varying sizes with the following properties:
standalone, large-scale, web-based, back-end, and
monolithic (i.e., having a single main method).
Table 2 lists the selected projects.
Table 2: Selected software projects for the evaluation
Project
SLOC
Commits
Apache OpenMeetings
4, 222
2, 755
Apache Solr
203, 364
33, 018
BigBlueButton
36, 578
26, 774
Google Bazel
340, 747
24, 442
Halo
23, 010
1, 788
Heritrix
15, 210
2, 126
KeyCloak
419, 351
12, 340
OpenCMS
326, 836
23, 674
Openfire
77, 112
9, 368
OpenTripPlanner
67, 976
9, 560
Red5
8, 528
481
Teammates
42, 280
17, 221
Traccar
52, 090
6, 202
XWiki
238, 253
38, 841

Proof of Concept

We published our implementation as open-source software, licensed under the Apache License v2. The entire
source code can be found on GitHub 2 . We split our
semantic coupling analysis implementation into a separate library, as we found no good existing library for
this purpose. Similarly, that library can also be found
on GitHub 3 .
The high-level architecture of our implementation is
a three-tier web-based design, shown in Fig. 1. Steinmetz has two major functionalities that can be used
via RESTful endpoints. These functionalities are to
analyze and persist an input monolithic application as
well as clustering and retrieving it again as a separate
step, as seen in Fig. 1.

We conducted three experiments: the first experiment used all the selected projects measuring all the
selected metrics to answer RQ1. We analyzed all
the 14 experiment subjects via the described methodology and subsequently clustered them with all the
seven graph clustering algorithms. The second experiment recorded the major metrics summarized per
graph clustering algorithm using the same output used
in the first experiment. It helps to answer RQ2 (feasibility) and RQ3 (output quality). The third experiment evaluated the runtime performance of the PoC
by measuring the runtime during the analysis step of
the first experiment. All experiments were executed on
a 2.4 GHz 8-Core Intel Core i9-9880H processor.

Figure 1: Overview of the Steinmetz architecture
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Evaluation setup

In this section, we cover the setup of the experiments
conducted to evaluate our methodology.
5.1

6

Evaluation applications

Preliminary results and discussion

Fig. 2 and 3 are heat maps, depicting the metrics values (color) of each utilized graph clustering algorithm
(y-axis) for each of the input applications (x-axis). A
large difference between the two is that the range of
values is a lot larger with the Q metric.

A microservices-based architecture targets large-scale,
web-based, back-end applications. To be able to ana2 https://github.com/loehnertz/Steinmetz/
3 https://github.com/loehnertz/semantic-coupling/
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Figure 2: Experiment 1: Overview of analyzed software projects measuring the mCF metric

Figure 4: Experiment 2: Comparison of graph clustering algorithms measuring the mCF metric

Figure 3: Experiment 1: Overview of analyzed software projects measuring the Q metric

Figure 5: Experiment 2: Comparison of graph clustering algorithms measuring the Q metric
metric does score 1.0, even for algorithms that have a
large spread. As a result, we deem the Q metric to be
more fit than the mCF metric, which answers RQ2.
Graph clustering algorithms. Fig. 2, 3, 4, and 5
show the Chinese Whispers algorithm performing the
worst, while Louvain is performing the best overall
in both, the mCF and Q metrics, although ClausetNewman-Moore scores almost the same results. Both
algorithms are also achieving very high bivariate correlations of R = 0.89 and R = 0.90 between their
results for the mCF and Q metrics. Thus, these two
algorithms perform the best, which answers RQ3.
Runtime performance. As Fig. 6 depicts, the
runtime of the PoC is predictable with a bivariate correlation between input size and runtime being a very
high R = 0.92. Due to this, the small confidence interval, and the slope of the regression line, the runtime
complexity of the PoC seems to be O(N ).

Fig. 4 and 5 are violin plots showing the values of
the two metrics (y-axis) across the graph clustering
algorithms (x-axis). of the algorithms. The aforementioned major difference is visible in this plot as well.
Compared to the heat maps, these plots show more
distinctly how the algorithms performed in total.
Fig. 6 shows the bivariate correlation between the
source lines of code (SLOC) (x-axis) and the runtime
in seconds (y-axis).
Proof of concept. The first experiment shows
that Steinmetz works as expected. The mean of the
highest scores for each input project regarding the
clustering metrics are 0.91 for the Mean Cluster Factor
(mCF ) and 0.72 for the Modularity (Q). The coefficients of variation of the highest scores are good values
of 7.48% and 14.27%, respectively. The fidelity values
for the semantic and evolutionary inputs are 95% and
25% in the mean. The fidelity of the static inputs
is always 100% as it is the base to calculate the others. All these metrics are promising, indicating our
methodology as an answer to RQ1.
Metrics. Fig. 2, 3, 4, and 5 show the mCF metric
generally scoring high, while the Q values are more
spread. The algorithms never achieve 1.0 for the Q
metric which aligns with the claim that only fabricated
graphs are going to achieve 1.0 [New04]. The mCF

6.1

Threats to validity

Shared code classes (i.e., utility and data classes)
are attributed to one microservice, although its coupling might be equally high toward other ones. This
could be addressed via a fuzzy clustering approach
(i.e., one class can belong to multiple services).
Quality assessment of the generated results is the
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